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Chapter 201: Secret Of The Undead Kingdom! World Channel Lord Announcement! 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

There really was. 

His expression was a little solemn. 

It was not good news for him to have such a mysterious Kingdom of the Undead at the border of his 

territory, and he did not know if the other party was friend or foe. 

"And?" 

Zhou Zhou looked at Zheng Fugui. 

"I quickly sensed a hidden faction below after I led the caravan into the Sandstorm Forbidden Ground." 

"Then, we used our Unlimited Right of Passage to enter this Kingdom of the Undead and understood 

some of the situation inside." 

"The place where this Kingdom of the Undead is called the 'Capital of Eternal Silence' by the King of the 

Undead inside." 

"There are millions of undead inside, and they are all undead humans." 

"But they're all asleep now." 

"And the existences that command these undeads are the King of Eternal Silence and the Queen of 

Eternal Silence who can wake up at any time." 

"After we got here." 

"These two quickly sensed our arrival and took the initiative to find us." 

"Normally speaking." 

"We should trade with them as a mysterious caravan." 

"However, we didn't prepare any goods at that time. We didn't trade with them for the time being on 

the grounds that we had come to inspect the market. We also mentioned that we would trade the next 

time round." 

"They didn't refuse." 

"Then we came back." 

Zheng Fugui said. 

"Didn't they stop you?" 

Zhou Zhou asked subconsciously. 
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Then, he realized that he had asked a useless question. 

That was indeed the case. 

Zheng Fugui smiled when he heard that. 

"They wouldn't dare." 

Zhou Zhou acknowledged. 

"How strong are they? Do you know why they stay underground? Is there a possibility that they can 

come out from underground?" 

Zhou Zhou asked three questions in a row. 

These three questions were crucial to him. 

He did not want a bomb that could explode at any time around his territory. 

"As the Lords of a Kingdom-level faction, the King and Queen of Eternal Silence have already reached 

the peak of the Kingdom-level, which is Epic-Tier Advance Grade. Moreover, they are infinitely close to 

the Legendary-Tier." 

"And these two should be heroes." 

"As for why they've been staying underground, I don't know. They didn't tell me the reason." 

"However, I saw some murals and words near the entrance to the Kingdom of the Undead. Perhaps 

those murals and words recorded the answer." 

"Also, according to my observations." 

"This undead couple is very resistant to returning to the ground, and even more resistant to foreign 

creatures entering their undead world." 

"Actually, even if we're the mysterious caravan…" 

"Neither of the undead couple is too willing to receive us." 

"But they met us because they didn't want to cause trouble." 

"So I think…" 

"The chances of them coming out of the ground are not high." 

Zheng Fugui pondered for a moment and said. 

Zhou Zhou heaved a sigh of relief. 

It was fine as long as he did not come out and harm his territory. 

His territory could not withstand the might of a Kingdom-level faction with millions of undead army. 

Then, he pondered. 



A moment later. 

Zhou Zhou looked up at Zheng Fugui. 

"Tomorrow, I'll bring the goods and go to the Undead Kingdom with your mysterious caravan." 

He said. 

Zhou Zhou naturally did not forget. 

There was also a fragment of the Emperor of Sand's Glory Scepter suspected to exist in the Kingdom of 

the Undead. 

It concerned the inheritance of an Empire. 

Zhou Zhou naturally would not let it go. 

Moreover, other than the Emperor of Sand's Glory Scepter, Zhou Zhou wanted to trade for something 

else. 

"My Lord wants to go personally?!" 

"But if there's any danger, it'll be very difficult for us to protect my Lord…" 

Zheng Fugui was in a difficult position. 

As mysterious merchants, they did not have much combat strength even though they had the blessing 

of the Supreme Will. 

They could rely on the blessing of the Supreme Will to protect themselves in front of the buyer, but it 

was very difficult for them to protect the living beings outside the mysterious caravan. 

It was the same for their Lord. 

"Don't worry." 

"I have my ways." 

Zhou Zhou shook his head and said. 

"Yes, my Lord!" 

Zheng Fugui did not say anything else seeing that his Lord had already decided. 

After that, the two of them chatted for a while more before Zheng Fugui left. 

"The Kingdom of the Undead… The King and Queen of Eternal Silence… The Aurora Kingdom and the 

Tahan Kingdom…" 

"My Blazing Sun City is really a troublesome place." 

Zhou Zhou smiled bitterly. 

Then, he quickly composed himself. 



It was useless to blame the heavens and others. 

Since that was the case… 

He would think of a way to break out of the situation. 

The best way was naturally to work hard to increase his strength. This way, he would not be completely 

helpless even if a disaster happened one day in the future. 

"After my Diamond-Tier Elementary Grade Aurora Tower is completed." 

"I would have some form of counterattack even if a Kingdom-level force were to come personally." 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

Then, he stopped thinking about it and took out the Regional Token of the Withered Forest Plain and 

placed it on the stone tablet of his territory. 

The next second. 

A suction force suddenly came from the territory stone tablet and sucked this area token into the stone 

tablet. 

Rows of golden text notifications appeared. 

[Congratulations on obtaining a White Silver-Tier Regional Token (Withered Forest Plain) and officially 

becoming the Regional Lord of this region!] 

[There is a new Withered Forest Plains (White Silver-Tier) in your regional territory!] 

[You have obtained a Regional Treasure Chest! (Exclusive to Withered Forest Plains)] 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The Blazing Sun, 

becoming the first Regional Lord to officially own five regional territories. Reward: Supreme Treasure 

Chest +1, Reputation Rating +1!] 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The Blazing Sun…] 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The Blazing Sun…] 

"Owning five regional territories actually triggered the World Channel's Lord Announcement?" 

Zhou Zhou was stunned. 

Then, he sighed. 

He felt that it had been a while since he had been on the channel's Lord Announcement. 

Now that he suddenly heard it, he was really not used to it. 

Then, he opened the world channel. 

That was indeed the case. 

The Lords on the world channel were discussing the announcement. 



[Big Boss Blazing Sun, My Forever God!] 

[Oh my god, he has already conquered five regional territories! I'm still worried about how to fight the 

local regional Scarlet Lord.] 

[I just conquered a Black Iron-Tier regional territory and am still recuperating. I didn't expect the big shot 

to have already won five consecutive victories.] 

[Hold on tight to Big Brother Blazing Sun's thigh!] 

[I hope those who are reading this will always be happy.] 

[Big Boss Blazing Sun, please bring my ashes with you if I die. If you encounter a bad person, sprinkle 

them on him if it's downwind and let me protect you one last time. If it's upwind, let me hug you one 

last time.] 

[The person above is heaven-defying.] 

[Simply too brilliant.] 

[I feel very comfortable seeing a Lord who has gone mad.] 

… 
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Chapter 202: King Of The Tree Core Gem! Little Sky Formation Sect's Jing Hongzi! 

Dragon Spine Plain. 

The territory of the Dragon Lady Lord. 

The Dragon Lady could not help but clench her fists and grit her teeth when she heard the 

announcement by the channel. 

"Just a little more!" 

"I would have been able to take down the fifth Black Iron-Tier Region Territory tomorrow. I would have 

been able to appear on the Lord Announcement then." 

"I didn't expect the Lord of The Blazing Sun to intercept me again!" 

She was a little crazy and helpless. 

Actually, she had a guess about the next Lord Announcement. 

She felt that the content of the next Lord Announcement might be obtained by conquering more 

regional territories. 

Therefore, she had long begun to conquer the surrounding Black Iron-Tier regional territories in order to 

obtain the largest number of regional territories in a short period of time in an attempt to obtain the 

next "achievement" announced by the entire channel. 
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To be an Alliance Master of a top-notch Lord Alliance, if she could become the second Lord other than 

the Lord of The Blazing Sun to obtain the announcement of the entire channel, her reputation among 

the Cerulean Planet Lords would definitely increase greatly. 

This would also be very beneficial to her development of the Lord Alliance in the future. 

However, she never expected that even under such circumstances. 

The Lord of The Blazing Sun had appeared on the entire channel's announcement before her again. 

She watched all her efforts and hard work turn into water. 

She was naturally very depressed. 

Then, the Dragon Lady Lord took a deep breath and opened the exchange. 

She felt a little comforted when she saw the more than 100 Master-Servant Territory Contracts. 

With these Master-Servant Territory Contracts, she could change from being the leader of the Dragon 

Blood Alliance in the world channel to the true leader of the Dragon Blood Alliance in reality! 

When the time comes… 

With the help of countless other Cerulean Planet Lord allies, 

She felt that she was still confident in catching up to the Lord of The Blazing Sun. 

… 

The territory of the Knight Lord. 

The Knight Lord listened to the announcement of the World Channel with a dark expression. 

He had been in a bad mood recently. 

Originally, he thought that his reputation among his race would increase greatly after he reached the 

top of the [Lord Battlefield of Your Race]. 

Unexpectedly, not only did the Cerulean Planet Lords not flatter him when they found out, they also 

scolded him for being a petty Lord who was passionate about internal strife and consumed the 

Resurrection Tokens and Rebirth Tokens from the Cerulean Planet Lords. 

Other than that, there was another important reason why they scolded him: 

Lord of The Blazing Sun, Dragon God Lord, Insect Lord, Overlord Lord, Dragon Lady Lord… 

Top-notch Lords like them did not participate in the [Lord Battlefield of Your Race] at all. Instead, they 

had been participating in the Myriad Race Lord Battlefields and carrying out foreign race battles! 

In comparison. 

His image plummeted. 

From then on. 



The Knight Lord had always been very unhappy with these top-notch Lords. 

He was even more unhappy now that he saw the Lord of The Blazing Sun appear on the entire channel's 

announcement again. 

"If only I can take this guy down!" 

He thought hatefully. 

Then, he thought of something and was suddenly stunned. 

He thought about it. 

The Knight Lord immediately opened the exchange and saw the results of his latest transaction. 

Those were 54 Master-Servant Territory Contracts! 

Most of them were Black Iron-Tier, and a small portion were Green Bronze-Tier. 

"Perhaps I can really take down that fellow, Blazing Sun…" 

"When the time comes." 

"Everything he has will be mine!" 

"I will be the new Lord of The Blazing Sun!" 

The Knight Lord looked at these Master-Servant Territory Contracts with fanatical excitement on his 

face. 

… 

At the same time… 

The other top Cerulean Planet Lords were also very shocked that Zhou Zhou had conquered so many 

regional territories. 

At the same time, they became even more afraid of him. 

However, they all believed that they would definitely be able to surpass Zhou Zhou in the future. 

This was because they felt that the Lord of The Blazing Sun wouldn't be able to go far without forming 

an alliance. 

Blazing Sun City. 

Zhou Zhou watched the flattery on the world channel for a while before closing it in satisfaction. 

Then, he opened his Territories column. 

[Regional Territory: Blazing Sun Desert (Black Iron-Tier), Sand Gold Land (Black Iron-Tier), Silent 

Wasteland (Green Bronze-Tier), Thorn Dune (Green Bronze-Tier), Withered Forest Plain (White Silver-

Tier)] 

"So more regional territories will also trigger the World Channel's Lord Announcement." 



"This time, there are five regional territories." 

"How many would I need the next time?" 

"10?" 

Zhou Zhou pondered. 

If that was the case, he had to hurry up and capture more regional territories! 

With his current strength, he naturally wanted them all! 

Even though he was a little greedy, 

However, it was understandable for the Lord. 

Then, he opened the Regional Treasure Chest in the Withered Forest Plains. 

He saw a seven-colored gem inside. 

Zhou Zhou looked at it. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Treasure Name: King of Tree Heart Gem] 

[Treasure Grade: Special] 

[Treasure Effect: It can make the equipment's usage level requirement -1 after embedding it into an 

equipment below Mythical-Tier!] 

[Treasure Description: A top-grade gem among the Tree Core Gems. A top-grade treasure that can only 

be chanced upon by luck!] 

"My good Lord…" 

Zhou Zhou clicked his tongue. 

It could allow equipment below Mythical-Tier to have a level requirement of -1! 

Which meant… 

It was useful for Legendary-Tier equipment! 

"Is this really something that can be obtained from a White Silver-Tier Area Box?" 

Zhou Zhou sighed. 

Then, he put it away as if it was a treasure. 

This thing might be very useful in the future. 

Then, he looked at the Supreme Treasure Chest. 

After Zhou Zhou opened it, he realized that it was a White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade Array Master 

Recruitment Book. 



[Item Name: Array Master Recruitment Book] 

[Item Level: White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade] 

[Item Effect: Advanced Life Profession Recruitment Book! Throw it into the Gate of Summoning and you 

can summon a White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade Array Master with Diamond-Tier Advance Grade 

potential to become your subject!] 

[Item Description: As a product of the Supreme Treasure Chest. It must be a high-quality item!] 

"It's actually a White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade Array Master with Diamond-Tier Advance Grade 

potential?" 

Zhou Zhou was a little surprised. 

This ability and potential were already comparable to a talent attracted by Reputation Rating. 

However, why would the Supreme Treasure Chest give him such a reward? 

Logically speaking, the rewards given by the Supreme Treasure Chest were all what the Lord needed. 

However, he did not seem to have much need for array masters. 

Could it be… 

Zhou Zhou suddenly had a guess. 

Thinking of this, he immediately walked out of the Lord's residence and came to the Gate of 

Summoning. Then, he threw this Array Master Recruitment Book in. 

Soon. 

A young man in white walked out of the Gate of Summoning. 

"Greetings, my Lord!" 

The young man said respectfully. 

Jing Hongzi? 

Zhou Zhou was stunned. 

He opened his attribute panel and looked at it. 

[Subject: Jing Hongzi] 

[Territory: Blazing Sun City] 

[Life Profession Name: Array Master (Space)] 

[Class: White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade] 

[Battle Class Name: Qi Practitioner] 

[Strength Level: Late-Stage Golden Core Realm] 



[Ability Overview: An array master from the Immortal World's Little Sky Formation Sect. He is one of the 

elders of the sect and has extraordinary attainments in array formations and strength.] 

[Skills: White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade Spatial Transmission Array, White Platinum-Tier 

Intermediate Grade Five Elements Reversal Array, White Platinum-Tier Elementary Grade Spirit 

Gathering Array, Yellow Gold-Tier Advance Grade Light Splitting Shadow Sword Array, Yellow Gold-Tier 

Intermediate Grade Small Thousand Sword Array (Incomplete), Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade 

Sword Control Technique, Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade Giant Sword Technique…] 

[Loyalty: 89] 

[Potential: Diamond-Tier Advance Grade] 

… 

"Qi Practitioner?" 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 
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Chapter 203: Green Bronze-Tier - Return to the City! 

Zhou Zhou looked at Jing Hongzi in surprise. 

In the past, he had learned that there were also Qi Practitioners on the High Continent, a profession in 

the legends of the Cerulean Planet. 

This was the first time he had seen one in reality. 

A smile immediately appeared on his face when he saw the other party's skill list. 

If this Qi Practitioner knew these abilities, then the Supreme Treasure Chest had indeed given him what 

he wanted! 

"Jing Hongzi." 

"Tell me more about your ability." 

Zhou Zhou said to Jing Hongzi. 

"Yes, my Lord!" 

Jing Hongzi said respectfully. 

Then, he began to talk about his various abilities. 

A moment later. 

Jing Hongzi finished his explanation. 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

It was just as he thought. 
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The formation that he was best at was almost the same as the Spatial Teleportation Array given by the 

territory contract, or even stronger! 

The White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade spatial teleportation array that Jing Hongzi was good at could 

transport 50,000 living beings or supplies at once, far exceeding the 1,000 units of living beings and 

1,000 units of supplies contracted by the Master-Servant Territory Contract. 

Moreover, it could build teleportation arrays in many places, and these teleportation arrays could 

teleport through each other. 

This was much stronger than a territorial contract that could only teleport people bi-directional. 

The only flaw was that its teleportation distance was only 30,000 kilometers. 

After exceeding 30,000 kilometers, he needed to build another teleportation array and connect it to the 

previous spatial teleportation array to continue extending the teleportation distance. 

It was not like the spatial teleportation array contracted by the territory with unlimited spatial 

teleportation distance! 

However, this flaw was naturally not a big deal. 

He only had to build a few more spatial teleportation arrays. 

Zhou Zhou was really looking forward to it. 

With an array master like Jing Hongzi who could create spatial teleportation arrays on his own, 

He would not have to waste time on the road when he led the army in the future. 

Moreover, being able to create a spatial teleportation array on his own would make it more convenient 

for him to provide support between his subordinate territory and his subsidiary territory in the future. 

"In the future, every time you conquer a new territory, build a spatial teleportation array on it." 

"Hmm… Let's build one in Sand Gold City first." 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

Sand Gold City was one of the only two cities under his command. 

Moreover, it was a business city that he had carefully prepared! 

He naturally had to take care of that place first. 

Then, Zhou Zhou asked the other party for a list of materials to make a spatial teleportation array and 

the approximate cost. 

This included the list of materials and the approximate cost of all the spatial teleportation arrays from 

Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade to White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade! 

This was because his territory was not big at the moment. 

It was not far from one regional territory to another. 



For example, from Blazing Sun City to Sand Gold City. 

If he took the commercial road, it would only be 6 to 70 kilometers. 

A Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade spatial teleportation array that could teleport 100 kilometers was 

enough to satisfy the teleportation needs between the two places. 

Blazing Sun City to the furthest Withered Forest Plains was about 3,400 kilometers away. 

A Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade spatial teleportation array that could teleport 500 kilometers could also 

satisfy the teleportation needs of both places. 

So for now, he did not even need a spatial teleportation array at the White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade 

for the time being. 

The cost was too high after all. 

As for the problem of teleporting fewer living beings and resources at once, it was also very easy to 

resolve. 

He would just teleport a few more times. 

In any case, he had plenty of Mist Cores. 

Then, Zhou Zhou opened the exchange and set up a transaction to buy the materials to make these 

Spatial Teleportation Arrays. 

He placed 1,000 Gold-Tier Mist Cores on it. 

He stopped after putting it on. 

He did not have many regional territories at the moment therefore he did not need to buy too many 

materials for the spatial teleportation array. 

After doing this, he closed the exchange and took out all his current Lord Talent Crystal fragments. 

There were a total of: 

74 Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments! 

98 Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments! 

Three Yellow Gold-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments! 

Six White Platinum-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments! 

Two Legendary-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments! 

Zhou Zhou looked at these Lord Talent Crystal fragments with a hesitant expression. 

His original idea was to use these talent fragments to upgrade the Lord's Blessing—War Master God's 

Blessing. 

However, this Lord Talent had already advanced to the White Silver-Tier. 



If he wanted to advance again, he needed a Yellow Gold-Tier Lord Talent Origin Divine Crystal. 

However, a Yellow Gold-Tier Lord Talent Origin Divine Crystal represented a total of 1,000 Green Bronze-

Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments! 

This was too far for his current reserves. 

It was better to wait for 10 Yellow Gold-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments. 

"Then I'll use these 98 Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments." 

"It would be a waste not to use it." 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

Then, he looked at the Lord Talent Crystal fragments. 

"Upgrading the Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent - Rebel or Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent - Gnome 

Alchemy Workshop requires 100 Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments." 

"I can't level it up for the time being." 

"However, the remaining Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent - Return to the City can be upgraded." 

"There are only 10 Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments." 

Thinking of this, he took out 10 of the 98 Lord Talent Crystal fragments and placed them together. 

Zhou Zhou looked at them. 

Soon, a line of golden text quietly appeared. 

[10 Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments discovered. Do you want to fuse them into one 

Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent Origin Divine Crystal?] 

"Yes!" 

Zhou Zhou said. 

The next second. 

A bronze light flashed. 

Then, a familiar hexagonal green bronze crystal appeared in front of him. 

It was the Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent Origin Divine Crystal! 

Zhou Zhou directly chose to advance to the Lord Talent. 

[Do you agree to upgrade your only Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent, Return to the City by default?] 

"Yes!" 

He said. 

[Lord Talent has been chosen!] 



[Upgrading in progress…] 

The next second. 

A familiar warm feeling came from between his eyebrows. 

A moment later. 

The warmth faded. 

A new text notification appeared. 

[Lord Talent upgrade successful!] 

[Congratulations, your Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent, Return To The City, has been upgraded to Green 

Bronze-Tier Lord Talent, Return To The City!] 

[The following effect have been upgraded to Green Bronze-Tier:] 

[Lord Talent: Return to the City (Green Bronze-Tier)] 

[Return to the City: No matter where you are, you will immediately return to your territory and recover 

50% of your physical state in the next 10 seconds when you chant the designated password for 5 

seconds.] 

You can also specify 100 living beings or 100 units of supplies to return to your territory together. If the 

designated person is a living being, he will recover 20% of his physical state in the next hour.] 

[Lord Talent Hint: This talent can be activated twice a day.] 

… 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 
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Chapter 204: Upgrading Territory! Upgrading The Gate of Summoning! 

"I can actually bring people and supplies back with me." 

"And the number of times I can return has increased to twice a day!" 

Zhou Zhou acknowledged. 

He was quite satisfied with this improvement. 

In the future, if there were seriously injured people in the team during war and the accompanying 

doctor could not treat them or deal with them urgently, he could bring the seriously injured people back 

to the city first and think of a way. 

Or perhaps when there were too many loots, especially when there were important loots. 

He could also bring these loots back to the city first to avoid losing them through any accidents from 

happening on the way. 

Zhou Zhou had not thought of other uses for it yet. 
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However, he would think of it after using it for some time in the future. 

After that, he brought the Aliya sisters out of the Lord's residence and looked at this building. 

Soon, a line of text appeared. 

[Do you want to upgrade the Lord's residence?] 

"Yes!" He said. 

The next second. 

400,000 units of basic materials, 100 White Silver-Tier Mist Cores, 10 Origin Crystals, and one White 

Silver-Tier Territory Token disappeared from the territory warehouse. 

BOOM! 

A golden light immediately covered the entire Lord's residence. 

A moment later. 

The golden light dissipated. 

Zhou Zhou looked over. 

At this moment, not only was the Lord's residence twice as large as before, but it also looked even more 

solemn and imposing. 

Rows of golden text notifications appeared. 

[Congratulations, your Lord's residence has been upgraded to a White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade 

building. There is an additional quiet room!] 

[Your territory has been upgraded to White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade!] 

[Territory Token Durability increased to: 500,000/500,000!] 

[Your territory has expanded to 50,000m×50,000m×10,000m!] 

[All fog monsters within the territory of the new territory have been expelled!] 

[Scarlet Fog will not appear in any of your territories!] 

[You have received an upgrade reward: Basic Building Blueprint Treasure Chest (White Silver-Tier 

Intermediate Grade)!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: The upper limit of the enemy lord's power that you can instigate to defect has been 

increased to Diamond-Tier Intermediate Grade!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: Your Monster Ranches can be upgraded!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: Your Mysterious Caravan faction has increased!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: The strength of the clergy in your Goddess of Life's shelter has increased!] 



"A White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade Territory!" 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

This level had gotten him stuck for two to three days. 

It has finally been upgraded now! 

Then, he looked at the silver treasure chest that had appeared out of thin air in front of him. 

It was the Basic Construction Blueprint Treasure Chest for the upgrade reward. 

"In the past, I was rewarded with a single blueprint." 

"It's changed to a treasure chest now?" 

Zhou Zhou was a little surprised. 

Then, he opened the treasure chest. 

He realized that there were many building blueprints inside. 

He made a rough count. 

There were a total of 20 blueprints. 

Each of these blueprints was different. 

This included blueprints for a blacksmith shop, tailor shop, carpenter shop, grocery store, medical 

center, warehouse, and many other basic buildings. 

Moreover, they were all White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade! 

"These building blueprints might be useful to the other Lords." 

"But it's not very useful for my territory." 

Zhou Zhou shook his head. 

There were many White Silver-Tier architects in his territory. 

Every architect in his territory had basically dabbled in these basic architectural skills that architects had 

to master. 

The difference was just how much they had dabbled in. 

Therefore, these White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade basic building blueprints were really not of much 

use to him. 

However, it was not all lost. 

For example, letting the territory's White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade architect master a few more 

White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade basic building skills. 



Or he could reward the territory's White Silver-Tier Elementary Grade architects to learn these White 

Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade architectural blueprints. 

As long as he learned even one successfully, he could create a White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade 

Architect! 

Thinking of this, Zhou Zhou put away these blueprints and prepared to hand them to Elder Zheng 

tomorrow so that he could distribute them. 

Then, he looked at the upgrade requirements for the next level of the Lord's residence. 

[Construction Upgrade: 300,000 units of wood, 300,000 units of fine sand, 300,000 units of metal, 

300,000 units of stone, 500 units of White Silver-Tier Mist Core, 20 Origin Crystals, Two White Silver-Tier 

Territory Tokens!] 

"I have the basic materials, Mist Cores, and Origin Crystals." 

"I can upgrade again as long as I obtain another White Silver-Tier Territory Token." 

Zhou Zhou's eyes were filled with excitement. 

This was too simple for him. 

He would conquer another White Silver-Tier Scarlet Lord's territory tomorrow. 

Then, he stopped thinking about it and went to the Gate of Summoning to upgrade it. 

As 60,000 units of basic materials and 200 White Silver-Tier Mist Cores disappeared, 

The Gate of Summoning had successfully advanced to the White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade! 

[Congratulations, your Gate of Summoning has been upgraded to a White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade 

building!] 

[You can summon +10 subjects every day!] 

[You will definitely summon nine Professionals every day!] 

[Prompt: Under the influence of the race's unique title, "Glory of the Pioneer II", you can summon 219 

subjects a day!] 

[You will definitely summon 12 Professionals every day!] 

[And the professional levels of three of them will be the same as your territory level!] 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

The effect of the Glory of the Pioneer II was still powerful! 

Without it, he could only summon a maximum of 73 new subjects a day, and among these subjects, 

there could only be nine professionals! 

With the enhancement of the Glory of the Pioneer II title! 

It directly tripled! 



There were also three more Professionals! 

The improvement was not small! 

Moreover, the effect of this title would only become stronger and stronger as his territory increased! 

"I have to hurry up and increase the level of my territory." 

"I can only continue to obtain the Glory of the Pioneer III title by becoming the first Lord to raise my 

territory to the Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade!" 

Zhou Zhou also felt a sense of urgency apart from being happy. 

With the appearance of the Master-Servant Territory Contract and the spatial teleportation array, the 

advantage of the Lord's Alliance would gradually be revealed! 

And as time passed. 

The advantage of the Lord's Alliance would only increase! 

In the past, he could also use his advantage of being a step faster to obtain the unique quality title of 

this race earlier! 

Now that the alliance was starting to take effect, it was very likely that he would be overtaken by 

another Lord and obtain the unique title of the race if he didn't hurry up. 

They would only get the Glory of the Pioneer I and not the Glory of the Pioneer III but that was not what 

Zhou Zhou wanted to see. 

He really wanted to see what the effect of the final title would be like if he could continue getting this 

title in succession. 

Then, Zhou Zhou looked at the requirements for the next level of the Gate of Summoning. 

[Construction Upgrade: 50,000 units of wood, 50,000 units of fine sand, 50,000 units of metal, 50,000 

units of stone, 1,000 units of White Silver-Tier Mist Core, Territory Level upgraded to White Silver-Tier 

Advance Grade!] 

He looked away. 

These materials were nothing to him. 

The upgrade of the Gate of Summoning was as easy as ever. 

Then, Zhou Zhou took out 3,036 Aurora Cavalry Recruitment Books! 

Among them were naturally the 10 White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade Aurora Cavalry Recruitment 

Books! 

Then, he threw all these recruitment books into the Gate of Summoning. 
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Soon, the first Aurora Knight led a white horse with faint golden spots and walked out of the door. 

"Zhang He greets, my Lord!" 

He knelt respectfully. 

"Rise." 

"Welcome to Blazing Sun City." 

Zhou Zhou smiled and said this familiar sentence. 

He observed him. 

He was wearing bright white and golden cavalry armor. 

A three-meter-long Aurora Spear hung on his back. 

His face was firm and his figure was tall. 

He looked like an elite soldier. 

Zhou Zhou opened his attribute panel. 

[Subject: Zhang He] 

[Territory: Blazing Sun City] 

[Soldier Class Name: Aurora Cavalry] 

[Skill Level: Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Ability Overview: Former subject of the Aurora Kingdom. His father was a vice-captain of the Aurora 

Kingdom's Aurora Cavalry Legion. After he died on the battlefield, as his only son, Zhang He, he naturally 

obtained the inheritance of the intermediate-level soldier profession left behind by his father. Not long 

after, he chose to inherit his father's ambition and became a new Aurora Cavalry.] 

[Skills: Talent - Power of Aurora, Gradeless Horsemanship, Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Aurora 

Spear Technique, Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Summoning Aurora Warhorse, Black Iron-Tier 

Elementary Grade Aurora Shock, Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Aurora Physique, Black Iron-Tier 

Elementary Grade Fearless Charge, Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Tenacious Will, Black Iron-Tier 

Elementary Grade Strong Body.] 

[Loyalty: 85] 

[Potential: White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade] 

Zhou Zhou nodded slightly. 

The skill panel was not bad. 

In the time that followed… 

10 Aurora Cavalry with White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade potential walked out first. 



Another half an hour passed. 

The remaining 3,026 Aurora Cavalry also walked out of the Gate of Summoning. 

"I have 21,564 soldiers under my command now!" 

"Including these 3,036 new Aurora Cavalry." 

"I have a total of 24,600 soldiers under my command now!" 

Zhou Zhou was quite satisfied. 

His monster ranch had been upgraded again. 

In the future, the number of recruitment books produced every day would increase. 

He believed that it would not take more than a day or two for the number of soldiers under his 

command to break through to 30,000! 

Then, Zhou Zhou looked at the 28,741 Class Change Certificates in his Spatial Ring and fell into deep 

thought. 

"I can't waste so many Intermediate Grade Class Change Certificates." 

"Tomorrow, I'll get Elder Zheng to issue a recruitment order in the territory." 

"Let the unemployed subjects use these Class Change Certificates." 

"Let the unemployed subjects use these Class Change Certificates." 

"I believe those Beginner Soldier type Cavalrymen will be interested." 

"It's a pity that Sword Shield Soldiers and Pudao Soldiers can't use these Class Change Certificates." 

"Otherwise, I'll let them use it." 

Zhou Zhou thought ruefully. 

The Class Change Certificate could only change classes between the same type of profession. 

For example, when Bai Yun was still an archer, she could use the Poison Crossbow Soldier Class Change 

Certificate to change her profession. 

Archers and Poison Crossbowmen were different professions but they were both long-range soldiers 

and had a certain 'profession similarity'. 

However, if the difference in professions was too great and the 'profession similarity' was too low, they 

could not change professions. 

For example, Sword Shield Soldiers could not change their profession to Archers. 

The Aurora Cavalry could not be changed to Star Musketeers. 



However, it was said that there was an item called the "Formless Stone" in the world. It could wash 

away the original profession of a professional and turn them into a jobless person. This way, he could 

choose any profession again. 

However, Zhou Zhou had only heard of this before. 

Not to mention possessing it. 

Then, he asked the Aurora Cavalry to look for Bai Yun while he returned to the Lord's residence. 

After returning, he first went to the newly added mansion building: the quiet room. 

This was a relatively spacious room. 

There was a futon in the middle of the room. 

In front of the futon was a small incense burner. 

At this moment, a faint fragrance came from inside, making people relax. 

"It's a good place to cultivate and think." 

Zhou Zhou clicked his tongue in wonder. 

Then, he returned to his room, prepared to sleep. 

Wu Tu did not report the latest map drawing results to him today, probably because he had yet to finish 

mapping out the territory he was exploring. 

Wu Tu had a bold idea previously. He planned to use the mechanostriders to lead the Heavenly Army to 

explore further places. Then, he would find the borders of the other Kingdom-level forces near Blazing 

Sun City and draw a larger map. 

That way, he could understand the kingdom-level forces around him and their border location. 

This was naturally a good thing for Zhou Zhou and his territory therefore, Zhou Zhou readily agreed to 

his idea. 

He probably wouldn't be able to see Wu Tu for the next few days if Wu Tu wanted to complete his goal. 

After Zhou Zhou confirmed that he had not forgotten anything, he lay on the bed and fell asleep after a 

while. 

The next day. 

In the master bedroom. 

On a big bed. 

Zhou Zhou opened his eyes sleepily. 

He only completely awakened after a long while. 

"Today is the third day of the Myriad Races Lord Battlefield." 



Thinking of this, he stopped sleeping in and immediately got up. 

Then, he refused the service of the Aliya sisters. After washing up, he walked out of the Lord's residence 

and walked towards the Gate of Summoning. 

… 

In front of the Gate of Summoning. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the door. 

Soon. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Prompt: Do you want to summon immediately?] 

"Yes!" 

He said. 

The next second. 

The Gate of Summoning suddenly lit up with a bright white light. Then, the subjects walked out one 

after another. 

After a while. 

All 219 new subjects walked out of the Gate of Summoning. 

"Greetings, my Lord!" x219 

The 219 new subjects said respectfully. 

"Welcome to Blazing Sun City." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

Then, he asked all the Professionals to stand out and realized that he had summoned a total of 12 

professionals. 

Seeing this, Zhou Zhou began to check their interface information. 

A moment later. 

The inspection was completed. 

Among the 12 professionals, there was a White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade Gem Artisan, a White 

Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade Musketeer, and a White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade Crossbowman! 

There was also one White Silver-Tier Elementary Grade Chef, two Green Bronze-Tier Advance Grade 

farmers, one Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Blacksmith, three Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade 

carpenters, one Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade doctor, and one Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade 

Sword Shield Soldier. 



Zhou Zhou was a little happy. 

This time, he had actually summoned two White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade Elementary Grade 

Soldier Professionals. 

Bai Yun was only at White Silver-Tier Advance Grade. 

It was the first time he had seen a Professional such as a Gem Artisan. 

Zhou Zhou looked at him. 

He was a young man in his twenties. 

There was a faint smile and melancholy buried deep in his eyes. 

He seemed to be someone with a story? 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

Then, he opened his attribute panel. 

[Subject: Jia Baoshi] 

[Territory: Blazing Sun City] 

[Life Profession: Gem Artisan] 

[Profession Level: White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade] 

[Ability Overview: Jia Baoshi, who has inherited his grandfather's gem craftsmanship since he was 

young. He is determined to get his hands on a top-notch gem from the High Continent when he grows 

up. Even touching it is fine, but war has made him suddenly realize that the heart that yearns for peace. 

Peace is the most dazzling gem in the world.] 

[Skills: White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade Gem Appreciation, White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade 

Gem Polishing, White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade Gem Buffing, White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade 

Gem Carving, White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade Gem Embedding, White Silver-Tier Intermediate 

Grade Gem Packaging.] 

[Loyalty: 80] 

[Potential: Yellow Gold-Tier Advance Grade] 

… 

When Zhou Zhou saw the [Gem Embedding] skill in the other party's skill bar, his eyes lit up. 

His Tree Heart Gem seemed to be finally usable! 
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Then, he took out a White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade Tree Core Gem and the White Platinum-Tier 

Advance Grade Soul Devouring Spear that dropped from the Boss of the Undead Knights. 

"Um… Jia Baoshi." 

"Can you use this Tree Core Gem to lower the level requirement of this gun?" 

"It's best if it can be lowered to Yellow Gold-Tier Advance Grade." 

What kind of name is this? Is this name not in conflict with his own Life Profession? 

Zhou Zhou might look calm on the surface but he could not help but complain in his heart. 

Jia Baoshi naturally did not know what Zhou Zhou was thinking. 

His heart skipped a beat when he saw the Tree Core Gem and the Soul Devouring Spear in Zhou Zhou's 

hands. With his White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade Gem Artisan knowledge, he immediately 

determined that these two items were top-grade treasures! 

"My Lord." 

"May I take a look?" 

Jia Baoshi looked at Zhou Zhou carefully. 

"Don't be reserved." 

Zhou Zhou comforted him. 

Then, he handed the two items to the other party. 

Jia Baoshi took it excitedly and looked at it carefully. 

Soon, he returned them to Zhou Zhou regretfully. 

"My apologies, my Lord." 

"I need at least a White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade Gem Artisan to personally open the holes and 

embed the gems if I want to degrade this White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade equipment to Yellow 

Gold-Tier Advance Grade." 

"I'm not good enough. At the moment, I can only punch holes and embed gems in White Silver-Tier 

Intermediate Grade equipment." 

"In addition, my Lord, you said that it can be used if you want to reduce it to an Advance Yellow Gold-

Tier expert." 

"Then we have to prepare at least three White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade Tree Core Gems." 

"Otherwise, it wouldn't work." Jia Baoshi said. 

"I see…" 

Zhou Zhou was not too disappointed. 



He really did not expect a White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade Gem Artisan to do such a thing. 

The reason why he specially asked was just asking because he did not know anything about this 

profession. 

He did not think too much about it since he got his answer now. 

"It's just a pity for this Soul Devouring Spear." 

Zhou Zhou looked at the White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade Soul Devouring Spear regretfully. 

The Soul Devouring Deathmatch equipment of this Soul Devouring Spear was extremely effective. 

He really wanted to lower the level requirement and hand it to Elder Wu, the Dragon-Horse Spear 

General hero, to use. 

At that time, he would definitely be able to shine in the hands of Elder Wu! 

He could only wait for a while. 

"That's not right." 

"There might be a White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade Gem Artisan in the Aurora Kingdom." 

"You can take a look when you have time." 

"At that time, Elder Wu might even be able to use this spear." 

Zhou Zhou suddenly thought of this and hope reignited in his heart. 

Then, he asked these Subjects to look for Elder Zheng and let him arrange their residence and work. 

As for this Gem Artisan, Zhou Zhou specially asked him to look for Elder Zhao again. 

He remembered that there was a building called the [Gem Workshop] in Elder Zhao's skill list. It should 

be Jia Baoshi's Life Class building. 

He could get Elder Zhao to build one for Jia Baoshi. 

This way, if anyone in his territory wanted to use equipment above their level in the future, they could 

ask the other party for help. 

Everyone left. 

At this moment, Zheng Fugui quickly walked over. 

"Greetings, my Lord." 

"Last night, I suddenly sensed that there were more companions in the Mysterious Caravan. At the same 

time, our Mysterious vendor level and Mysterious Caravan Skill have also increased from White Silver-

Tier Elementary Grade to White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade." 

"After finding out the specific upgrade last night, I didn't disturb you because it was too late. Now, I 

want to report to you." 



He said respectfully. 

"Tell me." 

Zhou Zhou was not surprised. 

The Mysterious Caravan was naturally strengthened again because of the upgrade of his territory. 

"Yes." 

"After I investigated." 

"Other than the increase in the level of our Mysterious Merchant." 

"The number of our caravan has increased from 28 to 50 today." 

"In addition, our carriages have increased from 18 to 30 now." 

"With this improvement, in the future, we can go further away and trade for more rare goods." 

Zheng Fugui had a smile on his face. 

As a Mysterious Merchant, trading all kinds of rare goods was almost an instinct and hobby engraved in 

their bones. 

Now that he saw the upgrade of the Mysterious Caravan, it would be easier for them to trade various 

rare goods in the future. He was naturally very happy. 

Zhou Zhou nodded slightly. 

Then, he thought for a moment and said, 

"Today, you will do as we said last night." 

"Wait for me in the territory." 

"After I deal with my matters." 

"I'll go to the Kingdom of the Undead with you." 

"Yes, my Lord!" 

Zheng Fugui said respectfully. 

Then, the two of them did not talk much and left. 

After seeing Zheng Fugui leave, Zhou Zhou left Blazing Sun City and arrived at the city gate. 

He had just arrived and he already saw Bai Yun and Wu Xin standing there neatly after reorganizing the 

Blazing Sun Army. 

Nezario and Soul Reaper Maris were also standing not far away. 

"Greetings, my Lord!" 

Bai Yun and Wu Xin said respectfully. 



Zhou Zhou acknowledged. 

"Let's go straight to the Monster Ranch." 

He said. 

"Yes!" x2 

After the two of them finished speaking, Wu Xin used his hero skill, Desired Military Morale, to order the 

entire army to advance towards the Monster Ranch. 

Zhou Zhou and Bai Yi walked beside him. 

He looked at Bai Yun's side profile and realized that she was looking at the neat Blazing Sun Army 

soldiers with envy in her eyes. 

Zhou Zhou's eyes flickered before he smiled. 

He knew what she was envious of. 

She was envious of Wu Xin's "Desired Military Morale" hero skills. 

However, it was understandable. 

This hero skill was indeed top-notch. 

The hero skill, Desired Military Morale, was just as its name indicated. 

The effect was to control the morale of the army at will! 

He could even communicate Mental Communication with every soldier in the army from afar and truly 

do as he was told. The thoughts of the general were the thoughts of every soldier under his command! 

This was a hero skill that could command the entire army. 

Every general yearned for it without a doubt. 

It was normal for Bai Yun to be envious. 

Zhou Zhou did not say anything else. 

Heroic skills were not unique. 

If he satisfied a certain condition, he could learn it even without a skill book. 

However, it was extraordinarily difficult to do this. 

If Bai Yun wanted to possess the Hero Skill—Desired Military Morale, it would depend on her own hard 

work and talent. 

Soon, everyone arrived at the Monster Ranches. 

"Greetings, my Lord!" 



Mu Gu and Zhao Changshou, who had been waiting at the entrance of the ranch, immediately said 

respectfully when they saw Zhou Zhou bring people over. 

"Elder Zhao, Mu Gu." 

"Has the Monster Ranches been upgraded?" 

Zhou Zhou nodded and asked. 

"Reporting to my Lord." 

"Brother Mu Gu and I have already upgraded the original seven Monster Ranches from White Silver-Tier 

Elementary Grade to White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade overnight." 

"In addition, we also built the eighth Monster Ranch." 

"It has also been upgraded to the White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade." 

"A total of 800,000 units of basic materials, 4,000 White Silver-Tier Mist Cores, and one Origin Crystal." 

Zhao Changshou said respectfully. 

"Thank you for your hard work." 

Zhou Zhou nodded slightly. 

This consumption of resources was naturally nothing to him. 

Then, he looked at the monster ranch in front of him. 

The area of the eight Monster Ranches in front of him had doubled again. 

Other than the last Monster Ranch being empty, 

There were countless monsters in the remaining seven Monster Ranches. 

He could not even see the end at a glance. 

Desert Fog Lizard, Black-Tailed Fog Scorpion, Sandman, Sand Corpse Summoners, Wild Sand Believers, 

Undead Knights, Withered Tree! 

The seven monsters lived in their respective ranch areas, looking very docile and harmonious. 

"Mu Gu." 

"How many ranch monsters have you nurtured?" 

Zhou Zhou clicked his tongue. 

", 
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"After I advanced to the White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade, the number of monster ranches I can 

manage has reached eight. The maximum capacity of each Monster Ranch has increased from 1,500 to 

2,000. The upper limit of the monsters I can nurture has also increased to the White Silver-Tier 

Intermediate Grade." 

"I've always nurtured it according to its maximum capacity." 

"Therefore, there are a total of 14,000 monsters in the seven Monster Ranches!" 

Mu Gu said respectfully. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the endless ranch monsters as he listened to him. He felt a little emotional. 

14,000 monsters… 

If someone who didn't know better came over to take a look, they would probably think that his 

territory had been occupied by monsters. 

Then, he did not think too much about it. Instead, he came to the monster ranch of the Undead Knights. 

This was because he realized that the monsters here seemed to be different. 

"Reporting to my Lord." 

"The monster ranch of the Undead Knights is special." 

"Maybe it's because their soldier types are relatively high-level." 

"Therefore, the weakest of these 2,000 Undead Knights is at the Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade." 

Mu Gu followed over and said. 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows and nodded. 

This was the same situation as when they attacked these Undead Knights yesterday. 

At that time, the strength of these Undead Knights was at least at the Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade. 

Then, he looked at the Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Undead Knights. 

[Monster Name: Undead Knight] 

[Strength Level: Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Monster Description: A monster nurtured by the Monster Ranch. It is good at controlling the power of 

death. Occasionally, it will recall that it was an Aurora Cavalry previously.] 

[Loots Drop Rate: Two Green Bronze-Tier Mist Cores (Drop Rate: 100%), One Gradeless Skill Book, 

Horsemanship (Drop Rate: 20%), One Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Equipment, Aurora Spear 

(Drop Rate: 10%), One True Faith-Tier Scarlet Crystal (Drop Rate: 3%), One Green Bronze-Tier 

Elementary Grade Skill Book, Aurora Spear Technique (Drop Rate: 2%), Four Gradeless Aurora Cavalry 

Class Change Certificates (Drop Rate: 0.1%), One Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Aurora Cavalry 

Recruitment books (Drop Rate: 0.1%)] 



… 

Zhou Zhou's gaze landed on the Scarlet Crystals in the Loots. 

"True Faith-Tier Scarlet Crystals?" 

"Are Scarlet Crystals also divided into Shallow Faith-Tier, True Faith-Tier, and Pious-Tier?" 

He was a little surprised and seemed to have understood something. 

Could these Scarlet Crystals also be treasures similar to the Faith Divine Crystal? 

If the Faith Divine Crystal was a faith-type treasure condensed from the faith of life forms towards the 

God Spirits under the Supreme Will, could the Scarlet Crystals be faith-type treasures condensed from 

the fog monsters' faith in the Supreme Will? 

No wonder the shelter could transform Scarlet Crystals into Faith Divine Crystals. 

Zhou Zhou thought for a while before looking at the other monsters. 

In the end, he realized that every monster had one Scarlet Crystal in their bodies. 

However, the quality of the Scarlet Crystals was different. 

Most of the Scarlet Crystals were still at the Shallow Faith-Tier and True Faith-Tier. 

A small number of them were True Faith-Tier Scarlet Crystals. Occasionally, he would see a Pious-Tier 

Scarlet Crystal. 

Zhou Zhou did not see any Fanatic-Tier and Holy Spirit-Tier Scarlet Crystals. 

The quality of the Scarlet Crystals seemed to be related to strength. 

The stronger the monster, the higher the quality of the Scarlet Crystals condensed in its body! 

The weaker the monster, the lower the quality of the Scarlet Crystals. 

However, even though he did not see any Fanatic-Tier or Holy Spirit Scarlet Crystals, 

Zhou Zhou was also quite satisfied. 

Just the Monster Ranch alone could provide him with 14,000 Faith Divine Crystals a day! 

Looking at it this way… 

The shelter services in the shelter did not seem so expensive anymore. 

He might be able to visit the God of Death, Thanatos, when he had the time. 

"On the surface, The Shelter of the Goddess of Life looks like a White Platinum-Tier Lord Talent." 

"But under the influence of my King of Loots, the effect it can unleash is probably comparable to an Epic-

Tier Lord Talent." 

Zhou Zhou was quite satisfied. 



He had also realized it. 

Any Lord Talent that was related to Loots. 

No matter how low its original level or how weak its talent Effect was, under the influence of his 

Mythical-Tier Lord Talent, the King of Loots, it could always unleash an effect that far exceeded the 

original Lord Talent level! 

This was the case for the Gnome Alchemy Workshop. 

The Shelter of the Goddess of Life was the same. 

"I can specially gather information about Lord Talents in the future." 

Zhou Zhou pondered as he asked Nezario to use his Dragon Might to control the monsters in the seven 

Monster Ranches. Then, he asked the soldiers to deal with them one by one. 

Half an hour later. 

All 14,000 ranch monsters were dealt with. 

Then, he led his troops to clean up the Time Ruins again. 

Then, he took out all the Conqueror's Blast Furnaces to retrieve the loot of these corpses. 

It took another half an hour for all the loots to be extracted. 

Under the effect of the Perfect Loots: 

Other than the +1 Quality monster flesh, skill books, Potion formulas, equipment, materials, Fire Demon 

Fog Wolf Outfits, and other items, 

He obtained a total of 55,154 Green Bronze-Tier Mist Cores, 25,144 White Silver-Tier Mist Cores, and 

2,447 Yellow Gold-Tier Mist Cores! 

26,457 soldier type Class Change Certificates! 

3,001 Sand Corpse Summoner Class Change Certificates! 

1,624 Sword Shield Soldier Recruitment Books! 

1,451 Pudao Soldiers Recruitment Books! 

1,531 Poison Crossbow Soldier Recruitment Books! 

384 Elemental Archer Recruitment Books! 

5,471 Aurora Cavalry Recruitment Books 

10,021kg of Light Drawing Crystal! 

2,000 Tree Core Gems! (Green Bronze-Tier, White Silver-Tier, Yellow Gold-Tier) 

2,000 bottles of Plant Vitality Potion! (Green Bronze-Tier, White Silver-Tier, Yellow Gold-Tier) 



143,516kg of Jade Sun Tree Seed! (Green Bronze-Tier, White Silver-Tier, Yellow Gold-Tier) 

Zhou Zhou was stunned when he saw the Loots. 

After confirming it again and again, he was sure that he had really used an entire morning to obtain 

10,460 soldier type recruitment books just by relying on the Monster Ranch! 

Zhou Zhou's face flushed red with excitement. 

Since he could obtain so many soldier type recruitment books today, it meant that he would be able to 

get the same from tomorrow onwards. 

Which meant… 

From now on, his territory would have more than 10,000 Military Professionals every day! 

Before long. 

The number of Military Professionals in his Blazing Sun Army might be able to break through the 

100,000 mark! 

This was not the end. 

At this moment, Bai Yun also walked over after counting the number of soldiers who had advanced. 

"I've something to report, my Lord!" 

"A total of 10,524 soldiers just broke through!" 

"Among them, 6,842 have advanced to the Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade and Black Iron-Tier 

Advance Grade!" 

"3,141 people advanced from Black Iron-Tier to the Green Bronze-Tier!" 

"There are also 541 people who have advanced to the White Silver-Tier!" 

"There are a total of 17,639 Black Iron-Tier soldiers in our army!" 

"5,724 Green Bronze-Tier soldiers!" 

"1,240 White Silver-Tier!" 

"In addition, Maris has already broken through to the White Silver-Tier Elementary Grade!" 

Double happiness! 

This was the only thought in Zhou Zhou's mind. 

There were more than a thousand White Silver-Tier Military Professionals alone amongst the Military 

Professionals under his command! 

This strength was enough to crush them even when compared to the Regional Lords of the White Silver-

Tier regional territories! 
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Zhou Zhou was very happy. 

Every time his territory and the monster ranch upgraded, it could greatly increase his strength and 

development speed. 

He began to think. 

Looking at it this way… 

He already had as many as 10 Lord Talents currently. 

However, the three Lord Talents that could increase his strength the most were: 

[King of Loots (Mythical-Tier) + Monster Ranch (White Silver-Tier)] + Blessing of the Ten Gods - Blessing 

of the War God (White Silver-Tier)] 

These three Lord Talents were like a perfect combination. 

Together, they could erupt with an extremely high territorial development ability. 

"I think I can upgrade the Monster Ranch too." 

"It should be good." 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

Then, he could not help but smile bitterly. 

He seemed to have too many Lord Talents that he wanted to upgrade. 

Zhou Zhou sighed. 

Then, he stopped thinking about it and opened the exchange to set up a transaction. He threw in 20,000 

basic soldier class change certificates, excess materials, skill books, equipment, and other items. Then, 

he directly announced the transaction. 

The Lord on the world channel quickly discovered Zhou Zhou's deal. Then, they were shocked. 

[F*ck, why did Big Boss Blazing Sun suddenly sell so many soldier class change certificates today?] 

[It's good to have more. There won't be so much pressure to buy them.] 

[I'll hug Big Boss Blazing Sun's thigh!] 

[I can finally buy Big Boss Blazing Sun's soldier class change certificate again.] 

[Every day, I refresh Big Boss Blazing Sun's transactions at the same time. It's very similar to when I used 

to wait on time to snatch takeaway rolls.] 

[Like when I snatched the train ticket.] 

… 
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The sudden increase in the number of soldier class change certificates not only attracted the attention 

of ordinary Lords. 

Overlord Lord, Dragon Lady Lord, Undead Lord… 

These top-notch Lords also noticed. 

They quickly realized something from the transaction with the Lord of The Blazing Sun. 

The Lord of The Blazing Sun had probably become stronger again! 

Otherwise, why would he take out so many good things to sell? 

What would a Lord usually sell? 

Other than the merchant-type Lords who specially created goods to trade, most Lords typically sold 

goods they did not need. 

And the Lord of The Blazing Sun's style of doing things did not seem like that of a businessman. 

That could only prove that these goods were unnecessary to the Lord of The Blazing Sun. 

That was why the other party took it out to sell. 

Thinking of this, the Lords could not help but be speechless. 

It was something that others abandoned yet it was actually very tempting to them. 

Was this the difference between the Lord of The Blazing Sun and them? 

… 

Zhou Zhou did not look at the world channel, so he naturally did not think too much about the Lords' 

reactions to his deal. 

After posting the deal, he closed the exchange interface. Then, he went to the golem nest and recruited 

126 golems today. 

Then, he brought all the soldier recruitment books to the Gate of Summoning and threw them in. 

Soon, Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Professionals walked out one after another. 

Half an hour later. 

Zhou Zhou realized that the deal he had just announced had been completed just as more than 6,000 

professionals walked out. 

He looked at the transaction results. 

[Trade Result: 58,112,441 Black Iron-Tier Mist Cores!] 

Zhou Zhou clicked his tongue. 

He had only sold more than 18 million Black Iron-Tier Mist Cores when he sold the loots from the 

monster ranch yesterday. 



Today, it has increased by three times! 

However, he had already thought about it, so he was not surprised by this benefit. 

Yesterday, he had only sold more than 6,000 Basic Soldier Class Change Certificates and the 

corresponding loots from other monster ranches. Other than Black Iron-Tier goods, there were Green 

Bronze, White Silver, and even Yellow Gold-Tier items. 

This was only the benefit from five White Silver-Tier Elementary Grade monster ranches. 

Today, the number of monster ranches under his command had reached seven. Each monster ranch had 

been upgraded to the White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade. The value of the loot dropped by the 

monsters had also increased to the White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade. The number of monsters in 

each monster ranch had also increased from 1,500 to 2,000. 

Therefore, the overall profit from selling the loots of the ranch had increased by more than three times. 

It was completely within his expectations. 

However, why did this group of people only use the Black Iron-Tier Mist Core to buy things? 

Zhou Zhou could not help but complain in his heart. 

He felt a little helpless. 

But there was no choice. 

Black Iron-Tier Mist Cores were the easiest for Lords to obtain and have the most number of them. 

If he forced the Lords to use the higher-level Mist Cores to buy his goods, he might not even be able to 

sell his loot. 

Moreover, low-level Mist Cores could also be exchanged for high-level ones. 

Zhou Zhou complained a little and stopped caring. 

After a while, 10,460 professionals walked out of the Gate of Summoning. 

"The number of professionals I had yesterday was 24,600." 

"In the morning, the Gate of Summoning summoned three professionals and 126 golems." 

"Now, with these 10,460 new professions, which means I have 35,189 people!" 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

With more than 30,000 professionals, he should be able to advance further in the Lord Battlefield! 

Then, he opened the lord battlefield and looked at the Lord battlefield interface in the upper right 

corner. 

[Title: Lord of The Blazing Sun] 

[Rank: White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade] 

[Number of Rankings Tries: 47] 



[Battlefield Points: 129] 

"47 ranking tries." 

"It's time to level up." 

"I shouldn't be far from the highest rank among my kind." 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

Yesterday, he had queued up with famous Lords of the same race. 

Occasionally, he would even encounter some top-notch Undead Lords. 

From this, it could be seen that he had already entered the 'high-end game' among his fellow Lords. 

He should not be far from the Lord with the highest rank amongst his race. 

Thinking of this, he asked Bai Yun and the others to prepare for battle and clicked on the group ranking. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Matching with your ranking opponent…] 

[Match successful!] 

[Entering the battlefield!] 

[You have entered the White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade battlefield!] 

[You and your opponent have been randomly assigned to the White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade 

battlefield—Frost Plains!] 

[Your teammates are: 1. Cerulean Planet human lord - Dragon Lady Lord (White Platinum-Tier Advance 

Grade)! 2. Cerulean Platinum Planet human Lord - Green Phoenix Lord (White Platinum Tier Advance 

Rank)!] 

[Your opponents are: 1. Undead Lord - Black Knight Lord (White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade)! 2. 

Undead Lord-Aler Lord (White Platinum Platinum Advance Rank)! 3. Undead Lord - Golden Bone Lord 

(Whiter Platinum White Platinum Advance Grade)] 

[Condition to defeat the enemy: Kill all the enemy forces within 24 hours!] 

[If you exceed the time limit, both sides will be judged to have negative battle results. Ranking -1!] 

[You have 10 minutes to deploy your forces!] 

[Countdown: 9 minutes: 59 seconds] 

… 

At the same time… 

The three human Lords who had just descended on the battlefield were stunned. 



"I actually queued the Lord of The Blazing Sun." 

"That's true." 

"It's indeed about time." 

The Dragon Lady looked up at the tall city wall that was as black as an abyss not far away with a 

complicated expression. 

The two of them might have some conflicts and competition… 

However, at this moment, looking at the Light Element City Wall that was far taller and more majestic 

than the city wall under her feet, she felt like she was spying on a leopard through a tube. 

The Dragon Lady had to admit that this guy, whom she had always regarded as her opponent, had 

indeed far surpassed her in the development of her territory. 

However, she felt a little better when she thought of the six White Silver-Tier wyverns in her territory. 

"I can't compare to you in the development of the territory." 

"But I might not lose to you in terms of combat strength!" 

She snorted softly and began to deploy without greeting the others. 

… 

Green Phoenix City. 

The Green Phoenix Lord clicked her tongue as she looked at the tall pitch-black city wall. 

"Is this the Blazing Sun City of the Lord of The Blazing Sun?" 

"How did he build such a tall and magnificent city wall in just 13 days?" 

"Could it be that the Lord of The Blazing Sun directly inherited an abandoned city when he came to the 

High Continent?" 

"This city wall is also a little strange." 

"It clearly looks black." 

"Why do I feel that there's abundant light elemental energy inside?" 

The Green Phoenix Lord muttered in her heart. 

Then, she did not think too much about it and began to make the best use of her time for deployment. 

… 

On the city wall of Blazing Sun City. 

Zhou Zhou looked down at the cities on both sides of Blazing Sun City. 

"I actually queued them…" 



He raised his eyebrows slightly. 
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Zhou Zhou looked at the two cities. 

He saw the Dragon Lady and the Green Phoenix Lord almost immediately. 

Moreover, he had seen the layout of these two cities. 

The development in both the Green Phoenix City and Dragon Lady City were naturally far inferior to his 

territory. 

There were only a few dozen buildings in the city. 

Moreover, most of them were Black Iron-Tier and Green Bronze-Tier buildings. 

They did not look like cities but villages instead. 

In comparison, his Blazing Sun City was a joint effort of dozens of architects and hundreds of life 

professions. 

There were already more than a thousand buildings in the city with all kinds of buildings! 

Moreover, there was no lack of Yellow Gold or even White Platinum-Tier buildings. 

These high-level buildings were naturally specially built for high-level lifestyle professionals. 

However, even though the difference between the two was huge, Zhou Zhou did not underestimate 

these two top-notch lords. 

"Is this the wyvern's nest?" 

Zhou Zhou looked at the black mountain peak that was like a beehive. 

The Dragon Lady Lord often spoke on the world channel. She was second only to him in fame among the 

Cerulean Planet Lords. 

But in contrast, most of the Lords already knew about her Lord Talent. 

Photos of the wyvern nest had been circulating on the world channel for a period of time. 

Zhou Zhou had also seen it. 

Therefore, he could tell immediately. 

Moreover, the powerful six senses from the Chaos Human Race made him feel a dragon aura similar to 

Nezario's from this wyvern nest. 

However, even though their auras were similar, they were also very different. 

If Nezario emitted the pure and dignified aura of a pure-blooded dragon, the dragon aura from this 

wyvern nest could be said to be quite chaotic. It was more of a wild aura even though it vaguely 

revealed a trace of the dragon's pressure. 
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Zhou Zhou shook his head. 

In comparison. 

He still preferred the dragon aura on Nezario. 

Then, he looked at Green Phoenix City and could not help but think of the female Green Phoenix Lord. 

He knew about the Green Phoenix Lord who was the owner of the Epic-Tier Lord Talent, the Green 

Phoenix Immortal Body! 

It was said that it came from the Immortal Realm and had a deep relationship with the legendary 

Immortal Dao civilization. 

If the Overlord Lord's Gluttonous Demon Body was slightly weak in the early stages, grew rapidly in the 

middle stages, and would reach the ceiling of his physique in the later stages, then the Green Phoenix 

Immortal Body was a top-notch physique that was very strong all stages. 

At this stage, she was even much stronger than the Overlord Lord. 

However, in the later stages, it would be a level weaker than the Gluttonous Demon Body. 

Nonetheless, it was still quite extraordinary. 

From the beginning, this Green Phoenix Lord had completely relied on the advantage of her immortal 

body to develop her territory rapidly. 

Be it attacking the territory of the Scarlet Lord or killing it was all done by this Lord herself. 

Her subordinates were of little use to her and were not much different from cheerleaders. 

Unlike Zhou Zhou who had won by laying flat. 

She had also developed to a level that was not much weaker than the Dragon Lady Lord relying on 

herself. 

It could be seen how hard she worked! 

Then, he did not think too much about it and began to deploy. 

Soon. 

Bai Yun, Wuxin, Nezario, Soul Reaper Maris, and 30,000 soldiers of the Blazing Sun Legion appeared in 

Blazing Sun City. 

When Nezario appeared, the Dragon Lady Lord's heart suddenly trembled, and then she looked in the 

direction of Blazing Sun City. 

At this moment. 

The Dragon Lady Lord felt the wyvern bloodline in her body tremble. She was afraid, but she also 

yearned and desired for a certain existence in Blazing Sun City. 

"Pure-blooded dragon!" 



"The Lord of The Blazing Sun actually has a pure-blooded dragon!" 

She looked in the direction of Blazing Sun City in disbelief. 

At this moment. 

She seemed to see a pure-blooded dragon as hot as fire obediently staying beside the Lord of The 

Blazing Sun while in a daze. 

She could not help but look at her six wyverns. 

That was indeed the case. 

The six wyverns also looked in the direction of Blazing Sun City with reverence and desire. 

Two of the wyverns even flapped their wings uncontrollably, wanting to fly over and throw themselves 

to it. 

Seeing this, the Dragon Lady Lord immediately shouted at them to stop. 

They still looked in the direction of Blazing Sun City from time to time even though they had become 

obedient. 

The Dragon Lady Lord's expression gradually turned ugly. 

... 

In Blazing Sun City. 

After Nezario appeared, it immediately sensed something and looked down at the wyvern nest. 

He looked at it for a few seconds. 

Surprise flashed across its eyes. Then, it looked at Zhou Zhou and told him something. 

"You said that the wyvern nest is not simple?" 

He froze. 

Nezario nodded. 

"How many Epic-Tier Talents are simple?" 

Zhou Zhou shook his head. 

Most Lord Talents had their own secrets. 

Therefore, he was not surprised that the wyvern nest was not simple. 

10 minutes later. 

[Deployment time has ended!] 

[The Lord War has begun!] 

The next second. 



A large number of golden skeletons, black knights, and white ghosts immediately appeared in the three 

cities opposite. 

Among them. 

There were the most golden skeletons, more than 20,000 of them. 

The white ghosts were secondary, but there were also more than 10,000 of them. 

Even though there were only about 5,000 Black Knights, they were wearing excellent equipment and 

looked clearly extraordinary. 

[As expected of the undead race famous for their numbers. This number, tsk tsk...] 

[Let's deal with one each. How about that?] 

The Green Phoenix Lord's voice sounded. 

Her voice was surprisingly pleasant to the ears. 

[Okay.] 

Zhou Zhou replied. 

The Dragon Lady also grunted. 

Then, they did not have to choose. 

These undead races had already chosen their targets. 

The Golden Skeleton Race attacked the Dragon Lady Lord. 

The Black Knight attacked the Green Phoenix Lord. 

The White Ghost attacked Zhou Zhou. 

At the same time... 

The second book of the Myriad Races Illustrated Book automatically opened, and information about the 

white ghost appeared on a new page. 

Zhou Zhou took a look. 

He realized that these white ghosts were advanced from the undead of low-level ghosts. 

It was equivalent to the beginner soldiers in the Lord's knowledge! 

Their abilities were similar to ghosts, but they were stronger. 

They could be immune to most physical attacks and could also carry out soul attacks. They could even 

grow by absorbing souls. 

There were also some small abilities. 

For example, going through walls and intimidating others. 



Its weakness was its fear of light, holy, and other order-type elemental attacks, mental attacks, and soul 

attacks. 

"Did you choose me because you saw that my city wall was too thick?" 

"Because you can walk through walls?" 

Zhou Zhou smiled faintly. 

That was indeed the case. 

As soon as these ghosts flew in front of his Light Elemental City Wall, they immediately sensed the light 

element energy contained in the black city wall. 

They immediately hesitated. 

Some of the bolder ghosts went forward and wanted to pass through, but their souls were directly 

burned by the light elements and died with weak cries. 

Zhou Zhou shook his head. 

His Light Elemental City Wall was a White Silver-Tier city wall defense building after all! 

These white ghosts below the White Silver-Tier would be courting death if they dared to try to pass 

through. 

That was indeed the case. 

They also realized that they could not barge in, so they flew up and approached the top of the city wall. 

Zhou Zhou grinned when he saw this. 

Trying to bypass my Light Elemental City Wall? 

He turned to look at Maris, the Soul Reaper. 

A smile appeared on Maris' dog face. 

It sat down cross-legged and placed its hands on the Death God Scythe. Then, it closed its eyes. 

The next second. 

Its soul flew out with the Death God Scythe in its hand. Then, it lay on the city wall and looked at the 

10,000 white ghosts flying over. 

The white ghosts were stunned when they saw Maris. 

These 10,000 white ghosts did not even dare to move at this moment. They were all frozen in midair. 

When Zhou Zhou saw this, he could not help but sigh. 

This was simply like a lonely ghost encountering the Black and White Impermanence. 

It was simply restrained. 



These white ghosts were beginner soldiers after all. 

And there were so many of them but they did not even dare to move. in front of Maris. 

At this moment, the 10,000 ghosts seemed to have reached an agreement and floated away. Maris 

grinned. 

"Chiculafad. (Undead Tongue: Return to the Underworld)" It muttered softly and flew towards the white 

ghosts with the sickle in its hand. 
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When the white ghosts saw Maris rushing towards them, they immediately screamed in fear and ran in 

all directions. 

More than 10,000 white ghosts, none of them dared to turn around and call for the other white ghosts 

to counterattack. 

"All Elemental Archers, Radiant Aurora Cavalry, Star Musketeers, Water Crossbowmen!" 

"Let's use long-range elemental attacks to kill these white ghosts!" 

Zhou Zhou ordered. 

Three of these four types of soldiers were long-range. 

As for the Aurora Cavalry, they also had their own long-range attacks. 

Therefore, it was naturally not a problem for them to kill these white ghosts. 

"Yes!" 

The soldiers roared angrily and began to attack. 

At that time… 

The ghosts died one after another. 

… 

Dragon Lady City. 

The Dragon Lady Lord was dealing with more than 30,000 golden skeletons. 

She frowned slightly as she watched her six White Silver-Tier wyverns rampage through these Golden 

Skeletons. 

White Silver-Tier wyverns! 

They could already fight against a Yellow Gold-Tier Scarlet Lord. 

It was not a problem to tie even though he could not kill them. 
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Therefore, even though there were many of them, they could still rampage inside when facing these 

Golden Skeletons below the White Silver-Tier. They could slaughter dozens of Golden Skeles with a 

casual strike. 

But even so. 

Due to the huge difference in numbers between the two sides, it still made the Dragon Lady tremble in 

fear. 

She was afraid that her six wyverns would be buried in these golden skeletons forever. 

"These Golden Skeletons are comparable to beginner soldiers." 

"More than 20,000 skeletons are comparable to beginner soldiers." 

"Is it so difficult to advance to the Diamond-Tier?" 

The Dragon Lady Lord frowned. 

This was not the first time she had fallen in the qualifying competition to advance to the Diamond-Tier. 

Every foreign race lord he encountered was quite powerful. 

This even made her want to give up. 

However, she was indignant. 

She was a Lord with an Epic-Tier Lord Talent after all. 

If this level of Lord Talent was placed on the best of the myriad races, at this moment, they were 

probably all at the Epic-Tier Lord Realm. 

In comparison, how could she be willing to not be able to advance to Diamond-Tier 

"Hmm?" 

At this moment, waves of screams and howls came from the direction of Blazing Sun City. 

The Dragon Lady Lord looked over. 

In the end, he saw thousands of white ghosts fleeing in all directions. 

"What happened?" 

"What are they afraid of?" 

The Dragon Lady Lord looked at this scene in shock. 

This should not be the effect even if the enemy was afraid of the dragon might of a pure-blooded 

dragon. 

On the other side. 

The Green Phoenix Lord, who was controlling the Green Phoenix True Fire to burn the Black Knights, 

also noticed the situation in Blazing Sun City. 



"As expected of a big shot." 

The Green Phoenix Lord's eyes flickered with golden light. 

The Dragon Lady Lord and her were both busy dealing with these undead who were not afraid of death. 

The Lord of The Blazing Sun was better, even though he was dealing with the white ghosts that they 

found the most difficult to deal with, he managed to scare them away. 

She stopped thinking about it and continued to focus on dealing with these Black Knights. 

Even though there were only about 5,000 of these Black Knights, they were indeed Intermediate Grade 

soldiers among the Undead Race. 

She was powerful but even so, she did not dare to be distracted at this moment. 

… 

Half an hour later. 

Under the joint attack of Soul Reaper Maris and the other elemental soldiers, 

The 10,000 white ghosts were all destroyed. 

Not only did Zhou Zhou not suffer any casualties, Maris had dealt with more than half of the white 

ghosts and had directly advanced two levels from the White Silver-Tier Elementary Grade to the White 

Silver Grade Advance Grade! 

A moment later. 

Bai Yun came over to report the advancement of the soldiers. 

"I've something to report, my Lord!" 

"A total of 2,024 soldiers just broke through!" 

"There are 554 of them who have broken through to the Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade and 

Advance Grade!" 

"1,241 of them advanced from Black Iron-Tier to Green Bronze-Tier!" 

"Another 229 people have advanced to White Silver-Tier!" 

"Most of these soldiers who broke through are Elemental Archers and Aurora Cavalry." 

"The rest are the intermediate-level soldiers." 

Bai Yun said. 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

Then, he could not help but look at the Dragon Lady Lord And Green Phoenix Lord. 

At this moment, the Golden Skeletons and Black Knights were not foreign race enemies in his eyes. 



They were clearly walking advancement energy gift bags. 

[Do you need help?] 

He took the initiative to ask. 

[Yes!] 

The Green Phoenix Lord immediately said while the Dragon Lady Lord was still hesitating. 

She had already eliminated more than 1,000 Black Knights alone. 

The results might be fruitful, but the energy in her body was about to be exhausted. 

She was naturally happy to accept the Lord of The Blazing Sun's help. 

When the Dragon Lady Lord heard the Green Phoenix Lord agree so quickly, she did not know whether 

to open her mouth or not. 

Even though she had already eliminated more than 5,000 golden skeletons, the stamina of her six 

wyverns was almost exhausted. 

Zhou Zhou ignored the Dragon Lady Lord seeing that she did not react and directly asked Nezario, Maris, 

and the Blazing Sun Army to leave the city to support the Green Phoenix Lord. 

When the 30,000 soldiers of the Blazing Sun Army appeared, the Dragon Lady Lord and the Green 

Phoenix Lord were shocked again. 

Especially when they realized that more than a thousand of the 30,000 soldiers had reached the White 

Silver-Tier, they were so shocked that they could not speak. 

At this stage, White Silver-Tier existences could definitely be considered top combatants. 

A White Silver-Tier combat strength would be extremely precious to a stronger Lord. 

And the Lord of The Blazing Sun actually had more than a 1,000 White Silver-Tier combatants! 

Was this the true strength of the Lord of The Blazing Sun?! 

… 

A moment later. 

The more than 4,000 Black Knights that the Green Phoenix Lord faced were wiped out by the flood of 

population of the Blazing Sun Army. 

After that, they did not say much and went straight to Dragon Lady City to help her deal with the 10,000 

golden skeletons. 

With Zhou Zhou's help, these golden skeletons began to decrease at a visible speed even though they 

were strong and there were many of them. 

The scales of victory were already tilting in their favor. 

"Thank you." 



The Dragon Lady Lord looked at Zhou Zhou with a complicated expression. 

Her wyverns would probably all die in the sea of golden skeletons if not for his help. 

Not to mention victory. 

"It's okay." 

"Face the foreign race's enemies first." 

"Our conflict and competition naturally have to come later." 

Zhou Zhou did not care. 

He looked at the Dragon Lady Lord and could not help but praise her in his heart. 

This Dragon Lady Lord was indeed a Western superstar on the Cerulean Planet. 

She was top-notch among the women on the Cerulean Planet be it her image or temperament. 

Of course, the Green Phoenix Lord standing at the side was not bad either. 

This girl who came from the same country as Zhou Zhou had an image and temperament that was not 

inferior to the Dragon Lady Lord after awakening the Green Phoenix Immortal Body. She even had an 

immortal aura on her that made people unable to help but pay attention to her. 

A moment later. 

A golden text notification appeared as the last golden skeleton fell. 

[You and your teammates have defeated 1. Undead Lord - Black Knight Lord (White Platinum-Tier 

Advance Grade)! 2. Undead Lord-Aler Lord (White Platinum Platinum Advance Rank)! 3. Undead Lord - 

Golden Bone Lord (White Platinum White Platinum Advance Grade)]! 

[Congratulations, you have obtained 1,875 battlefield points!] 

[Congratulations, you have advanced to Diamond-Tier Elementary Grade in the Myriad Races Lord 

Battlefield!] 

[You have obtained a Diamond-Tier title - [Diamond Lord]!] 

[Your fashion has upgraded!] 

[You need to participate in at least one ranking competition every three days. Otherwise, your rank will -

1!] 

[Your Battlefield Shop has been updated!] 

[You can return to your territory!] 

"Diamond-Tier Elementary Grade." 

Zhou Zhou's expression was calm. 

The Dragon Lady and the Green Phoenix Lord, on the other hand, heaved a sigh of relief. 



They had finally advanced! 

The two women thought. 

Then, they could not help but look at Zhou Zhou. 

This advancement was really brought about by this Lord of The Blazing Sun. 

Was this the effect of a high-end levelling booster? 


